
SENATE .... No. 600
[Senate, No. 600. Moved (Rowe) as a substitute for the House

Report of the committee on the Judiciary, “no legislation necessary”,
on so much of the annual report of the Judicial Council (Pub. Doc. No.
144) as relates to new trials when damages awarded are inadequate,
20th report pages 25-27).]

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Five.

An Act regulating the setting aside of verdicts,
AND THE GRANTING OF NEW TRIALS, WHEN DAMAGES

AWARDED ARE INADEQUATE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:

Cl)t Commontoealtl) of

1 Section 1. Section one hundred and twenty-seven
2 of chapter two hundred and thirty-one of the General
3 Laws, as appearing in the Tercentenary Edition, is
4 hereby amended by adding at the end the following
5 sentence: A verdict shall not be set aside solely on

6 the ground that the damages are inadequate until
7 the parties have first been given an opportunity to
8 accept an addition to the verdict of such amount as

9 the court adjudges reasonable, so as to read as fol-
-10 lows: —Section 127. The court may, at any time
11 before judgment, set aside the verdict in a civil action
12 and order a new trial for any cause for which a new
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13 trial may bylaw be granted; but a verdict shall not
14 be set aside except on written motion by a party to
15 the cause, stating the reasons relied upon in its sup-
-16 port, filed and heard after notice to the adverse party
17 according to the rules of the court. A verdict shall
18 not be set aside as excessive until the prevailing party
19 has first been given an opportunity to remit so much
20 thereof as the court adjudges is excessive. A verdict
21 shall not be set aside solely on the ground that the
22 damages are inadequate until the parties have first
23 been given an opportunity to accept an addition to
24 the verdict of such amount as the court adjudges
25 reasonable.

1 Section 2. Section one hundred and twenty-eight
2 of said chapter two hundred and thirty-one, as so
3 appearing, is hereby amended by striking out, in the
4 seventh line, the words “either inadequate or”, —

5 and by adding at the end the following sentence;

6 If it appears from the statement that the sole ground
7 for granting the motion was that the damages awarded
8 were inadequate, the court in its discretion may grant
9 either a new trial of the whole case or a new trial lim-

it) ited to the question of the amount of damages, so
11 as to read as follows; Section 128. Wherever a
12 verdict is set aside and a new trial granted under the
13 preceding section, the justice granting the motion for
14 the new trial shall file a statement setting forth fully
15 the grounds upon which the motion is granted, which
16 statement shall be a part of the record of the case.
17 If it appears from the statement that the sole ground
18 for granting the motion was that the damages awarded
19 were excessive, then the new trial shall be limited to
20 the question of the amount of damages. If it appears
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21 from the statement that the sole ground for granting
22 the motion was that the damages awarded were in-
-23 adequate, the court in its discretion may grant either
24 a new trial of the whole case or a new trial limited to

25 the question of the amount of damages.




